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Dear Friend:

Last year ended on a wall of worry.  The wall got taller in January.  Panicky investors drove US bonds higher and stocks lower.  Commodities, down only about a third
as much as stocks, finally provided a bit of diversification.
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U.S. Cash 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0%

U.S. Bonds 4.0% -2.3% 5.8% 0.3% 1.4%

U.S. Stocks 16.3% 33.3% 12.4% 0.3% -5.7%

European Stocks 20.8% 24.7% -6.7% -2.0% -5.9%

Pacific Stocks 15.5% 17.4% -4.7% 2.2% -5.7%

Emerging Markets Stocks 18.6% -5.2% 0.4% -15.5% -6.0%

Commodities -1.1% -9.5% -17.0% -24.7% -1.7%

Risk Level 8 (0/42/22/7/7/7/15) 9.0% 7.4% 1.8% -4.6% -2.1%

This is a good time to go back to a topic we discussed a year ago in our January 2015 Letter.  Nothing in finance is more thoroughly documented than the hypothesis
that short-term price changes in speculative markets are NOT predictable.  Gene Fama got the 2013 Nobel Prize in economics for his exhaustive work on this topic.  
The introduction to the Nobel committee’s scientific background for the 2013 Prize is only 2½ pages and well worth a careful read.  If you really want to dig in, the list of
peer-reviewed papers starts on page 46.  There are over 200 citations.  Here is a link to “Scientific Background: Understanding Asset Prices” …
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/2013/advanced.html   

Those who accept the random walk hypothesis greatly simplify their approach to investing.  Think about what this means in the context of the last several weeks.  
Wouldn’t it be nice to look back at a week when the Dow is down 1,000 points with a yawn and a shrug?  Investors who extrapolate the recent past work themselves
into a tizzy and blow themselves up.  To say that short-term price changes are not predictable is not to say they are always correct.  The market will frequently
overshoot the equilibrium price; but it will also undershoot.  Any attempt to outperform T-Bills, the consummate risk-free asset, comes with volatility.  It is critical to
understand the volatility that is inherent in any asset allocation target.  It will come.  It is to be expected.  The 80% of investors who react to volatility are doomed to
failure.  

Allianz recently published a simple study that documents the importance of staying invested.  They compared four strategies for investing in the US stock market over
the 42-year period from 1973 thru 2014.   Case 1, which invested $100 at the start of each year, returned $52,251.  Case 2, which invested $100 at the bottom of each
year, returned $54,355.  Case 3, which invested $100 at the top of each year, returned $51,940.  Case 4, which invested as in Case 1, but missed the three biggest up
days of each year, returned $2,953; less than the $4,200 invested.  Expressed as annualized rates of return the first three strategies returned between 7.06% and
7.68%.  The return for case 4 was negative 2.14%.  Hang in!  Don't do something foolish.
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